FIRST UNIVERSITY FROM CIS COUNTRIES IN QS TOP 50 UNDER 50

EURASIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
The Eurasian University meets all the requirements necessary to become the elite university. I can positively say that no university in Kazakhstan has such training facilities as the Eurasian National University, and even in the CIS countries I have rarely seen such universities. I hope and believe that L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, truly Eurasian in its nature and spirit, will train professionals of the highest quality.

* * *

I constantly focus attention on the Eurasian university, and I shall do it further. From you, students of the university, persistent study is required to become highly skilled experts, to work in favour of our Homeland – the Republic of Kazakhstan. Your assiduity and hard work are highly required.

President of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Nursultan NAZARBAYEV
Since our foundation in 1996 L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University has been acknowledged as a young, leading HEI taking its niche in the global educational arena. The University has always dedicated itself to academic, innovations and research excellence. For ENU the key objectives include provision of qualitative education to students, which meet expectations of labor market as well as the country’s economy; implementation of innovation in teaching and research; creation of entrepreneurial mindset, etc.

ENU is a major attraction for talented students due to its reputation in local and global scale; preeminent and highly-qualified faculty; great variety of programs; commitment to provide efficient education, etc. ENU is home to students of more than 25 countries of the world and we are proud of our diversified, friendly environment.

We constantly upgrade the scientific research capacity and innovation in the areas of national and regional importance by opening research schools, centers, laboratories, establishing active research partnerships nationally and internationally. We are aimed at increasing the quality and quantity of the published research in international referred journals, engagement of students into research and advance infrastructure for our faculty and students to conduct research projects in the fields of study.

Our academics are at the forefront of developments, business and media. The University attracts a wide variety of eminent public figures for lectures, event and panel discussions. The interaction between staff, students and visitors both in and out of the classroom makes ENU a dynamic and stimulating environment.

I am confident that time at ENU will be both enjoyable and rewarding, providing our students with knowledge and experience that will prove beneficial in future academic, personal and professional careers.

Rector
Yerlan Sydykov
Astana is a city of the future. Astana is not only a country’s major administrative center, located at the intersection of major development networks of the country. It is the city-leader, setting the pace in the innovative development of Kazakhstan.

The city, which acts as a locomotive of the reforms in Kazakhstan of the new millennium is also a tourist attraction in the steppes. Despite its youth, Astana is recognized as a brand in the world which hosted Asian Winter Games and is ready to welcome guests from all over the world to EXPO-2017.

The city with modern architecture is saturated with dynamism, mobilizing capabilities of the individual in the context of globalization. This is the city which makes your future bright and helps to realize the creative potential.

The young capital of young developing country is bridge between Europe and Asia full with opportunities to build career and life path. At present, Astana serves as a transport hub in the very center of the Republic. All roads leading from Siberia to Central Asia, from China to Europe meet here. Astana is centre of innovations, technologies, creative ideas, leading universities and talented young people.
L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, an acknowledged academic, research, social and cultural center, was founded in 1996 by the Decree of N.A.Nazarbayev, the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The core reason for establishing this higher education institution was the idea of Eurasian Union.

Today ENU is a university with special status acquired under the Decree of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, and with sufficiently high international authority; it is an implementer of academic innovative technologies and continuers of the best research centers.

**MISSION**
To become a leading research and education centre of the Eurasian region, which will provide favorable conditions for conducting research and acquiring advanced knowledge; and will train specialists to develop the priority sectors of the economy and be accountable to the Government and to society for the outcome of their activities.

**VISION**
To be a national research university focused on the close integration of education, science and industry.

We, ENU family commit to prepare leaders who disseminate the values, knowledge, practice and ideas of our Alma Mater.
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1996
Year of foundation by President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev

2000
ENU became a member of the International Higher Education Academy of Science

2001
ENU becomes National University

2002
ENU joined the International Research Association of the CIS and Baltic countries

2004
ENU was awarded with Gold Medal by Switzerland Government “For High quality”

2005
ENU joined the Great Charter of European Universities

2006
ENU was awarded by international award with contribution into intellectual development of society

2007
was awarded with golden star for “The best CIS company”

2009
ENU joined Network University of CIS and launched double degree programs

2010
ENU is the first University from Kazakhstan in QS TOP 50 UNDER 50

2012
"10 educational programs accredited by German Institute of Accreditation, Certification and Ensuring Quality

2014
ENU got Gold Medal for “Best Creative Video” in Creative Awards in Taipei

2015
12 educational programs accredited by ASIIN

2016
ENU first University from CIS countries in QS TOP 50 UNDER 50

2016
Celebration of the 20th anniversary of the L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University
ENU’S MILESTONES
1996-2016
I came to ENU to do research for my dissertation, as I knew that ENU has great, high professional specialists in my field. And I found all what I wanted, besides I had opportunity to attend closes taught in Kazakh, English and Turkish languages.

SERKHAN CHINAR
(ACADEMIC STUDENT, HITIT UNIVERSITY, TURKEY)
RESEARCH PRIORITIES

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
BIOTECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NANOTECHNOLOGIES
SPACE TECHNOLOGIES ETC

PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX
MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN
BEN GURION UNIVERSITY OF THE NEGEV
LOMONOSOV MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY
INCHEON NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
ENU – CENTER OF INNOVATIONS AND SCIENCE

28 Scientific Departments
3 Scientific Laboratories
7 Research Centers
18 Research Institutes
Young scientists Council
Student Research hub

Eurasian Mathematical Journal in Scopus and Web of Science
Start Up Zone

INNOVATION PARK

Office of Technology Commercialization
RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE

SUPERCOMPUTER PARAM

ACCELERATOR COMPLEX C-60

MODERN LABORATORIES

2 projects in EXPO 2017

1. «Commercialization of magnegas technology in Kazakhstan» plasma chemical technology of recycling of liquid wastes and producing metal cutting gas as an alternative to acetylene»

2. The use of green heating technology for «Energy research Center»
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

13 FACULTIES

- 65 MASTER’S PROGRAMS
- 68 BACHELOR’S PROGRAMS
- 38 PhD PROGRAMS

150 ACCREDITED PROGRAMS

- 63 MASTER’S PROGRAMS
- 61 BACHELOR’S PROGRAMS
- 26 PhD PROGRAMS
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

FACULTY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Bachelor's programs:
Bachelor in Informatics
Bachelor of Science in Informatics
Bachelor in Automatization and Management
Bachelor in Information Systems
Bachelor in Computing techniques and software
Bachelor in Information Security systems

Master Programs:
Master in Informatics
Master of Science in Informatics
Master in Automatization and Management
Master in Information Systems
Master in Computing techniques and software
Master in Information Security systems

PhD programs:
PPhD in Informatics
PhD in Informatics Science
PhD in Automatization and Management
PhD in Information Systems
PhD in Computing techniques and software

FACULTY OF NATURAL SCIENCE

Bachelor's programs:
Bachelor in Chemistry
Bachelor in Biology
Bachelor in Ecology
Bachelor in Geography
Bachelor in Biotechnology
Bachelor in Hydrology

Master's Programs:
Master of Science in Chemistry
Master of Arts in Biology
Master of Science in Biology
Master in Ecology
Master in Geography
Master in Biotechnology

PhD programs:
PhD in Chemistry
PhD in Biology
PhD in Ecology
PhD in Geography

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS

Bachelor's programs:
Bachelor in Economics
Bachelor in Management
Bachelor in Finance
Bachelor in Tourism
Bachelor in Accounting and Auditing
Bachelor in State and Local Government
Bachelor in State Auditing

Master's Programs:
Master in Economics
Master in Management
Master in Finance
Master in Tourism
Master in Accounting and Auditing
Master in State and Local Government
Master in State Auditing

PhD programs:
PhD in Economics
PhD in Innovational Management
PhD in Finance PhD in Tourism
PhD in State Auditing
FACULTY OF PHILOLOGY

Bachelor’s programs:
Bachelor in Philology: Kazakh
Bachelor in Kazakh Language and Literature
Bachelor in Russian Language and Literature
Bachelor in Translation Studies
Bachelor in Foreign Philology (English)
Bachelor in Foreign Philology (German)
Bachelor in Foreign Philology (Chinese)
Bachelor in Foreign Language: two foreign languages (English)
Bachelor in Foreign Language: two foreign languages (German/French)

Master’s Programs:
Master in Philology: Kazakh language
Master in Kazakh Language and Literature
Master in Russian Language and Literature
Master in Translation Studies
Master in Foreign Philology
Master in Foreign Language: two foreign languages

PhD programs:
PhD in Philology
PhD in Literature Studies
PhD in Translation Studies

FACULTY OF LAW

Bachelor’s programs:
Bachelor in Jurisprudence
Bachelor in International Law

Master’s Programs:
Master in Jurisprudence
Master in International Law

PhD programs:
PhD in Jurisprudence
PhD in International Law

FACULTY OF MECHANICS AND MATHEMATICS

Bachelor’s programs:
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Bachelor in Mathematics
Bachelor in Mechanics
Bachelor in Mathematical and Computer Modeling

Master’s Programs:
Master of Science in Mathematics
Master of Arts in Mathematics
Master in Mechanics
Master in Mathematical and Computer Modeling

PhD programs:
PhD in Mathematics

FACULTY OF JOURNALISM AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

Bachelor’s programs:
Bachelor in Journalism
Bachelor in Publishing
Bachelor in Public Relations
Bachelor in Political Studies

Master’s Programs:
Master in Journalism
Master in Political Studies

PhD programs:
PhD in Journalism
PhD in Political Studies
FACULTY OF TRANSPORT AND ENERGY

Bachelor's programs:
Bachelor in Organization of transportations, movements and transport operation
Bachelor in Standardization, Metrology and Certification
Bachelor in Thermal power engineering
Bachelor in Transport, transport equipment and technologies

Master's Programs:
Master in Organization of transportations, movements and transport operation
Master in Standardization and certification
Master in Metrology
Master in Thermal power engineering
Master in Transport, transport equipment and technologies

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION

Bachelor's programs:
Bachelor in Construction
Bachelor in Architecture
Bachelor in Design
Bachelor in Geodesy and Cartography (Specialization: Applied geodesy)
Bachelor in Engineering Systems and Networks

Master's Programs:
Master in Construction
Master in Architecture
Master in Design
Master in Geodesy
Master in Production of Construction Materials, Products and Designs

PhD Programs:
PhD in Construction

FACULTY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Bachelor's programs:
Bachelor in International Relations
Bachelor in Regional Studies
Bachelor in Oriental Studies
Bachelor in Turkic Studies
Bachelor in Foreign Philology: Turkic Language

Master's Programs:
Master in International Relations
Master in Regional Studies
Master in Oriental Studies
Master in Turkic Studies
Master in Foreign Philology: Turkic Languages

PhD Programs:
PhD in International relations
PhD in Regional Studies
PhD in Turkic Studies
FACULTY OF PHYSICS AND TECHNICAL SCIENCE

Bachelor’s programs:
Bachelor in Nuclear Physics
Bachelor in Physics
Bachelor in Technical Physics
Bachelor in Space Engineering and Technologies
Bachelor in Radio Technology, Electronics and Telecommunication

Master’s Programs:
Master of Science in Physics
Master in Physics
Master in Technical Physics
Master in Nuclear Physics
Master of Arts in Nanomaterials and Nanotechnologies
Master in Radio Technology, Electronics and Telecommunication

PhD Programs:
PhD in Physics
PhD in Technical Physics

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Bachelor’s programs:
Bachelor in Sociology
Bachelor in Social Work
Bachelor in Social pedagogy and self-knowledge
Bachelor in Religious Studies
Bachelor in Psychology
Bachelor in Cultural Studies
Bachelor in Physical Culture and Sports
Bachelor in Philosophy

Master’s Programs:
Master in Social Science
Master in Social Work
Master in Social pedagogy and self-knowledge
Master in Pedagogy and Psychology
Master in Religious Studies
Master in Psychology
Master in Cultural Studies
Master in Philosophy
Master in Physical Culture and Sports

PhD Programs:
PhD in Social Science
PhD in Social pedagogy and self-knowledge
PhD in Pedagogy and Psychology
PhD in Philosophy

FACULTY OF HISTORY

Bachelor’s programs:
Bachelor in History
Bachelor in Archaeology and Ethnology

Master’s Programs:
Master’s in History
Master’s in Archaeology and Ethnology

PhD Programs:
PhD in History
PhD in Archaeology and Ethnology
ENU welcomes a great number of international students, from more than 100 countries and there are undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate students. The international office helps to ensure all students adapt to the University and life in a new country as quickly as possible. The team includes multilingual staff and is on hand to answer any questions you may have about staying at ENU. Throughout your time with us, the International Office will be happy to answer your questions about employment regulations, accommodation, immigration, finance or travel.
FOUNDATION PROGRAM

Foundation program’s aim is to train international students for further education in Gumilyov Eurasian National University. The university foundation course puts a particular emphasis on developing international and cross-cultural competencies through Kazakh and Russian languages acquisition. The Program caters specifically for international students. It assists students in all aspects of living and studying in Kazakhstan.

Language of instruction: Kazakh/Russian

Training methods: lectures, case studies, field trips, role games. The University foundation basic courses combine Kazakh/Russian language instructing with extensive training of skills necessary for university level in Kazakhstan.
We collaborate with a great number of leading institutions, organizations, industries and centers for developing academic mobility, joint degree programs, research projects and internships.
Exchange programs
67 destinations for ENU students financial aid (government, international grants, etc.)

Internships
251 destinations for short internships for master program students

Joint research
33 laboratories for PhD supervisors

Summer/winter schools
Range of summer/winter schools and lectures of imminent professors
DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS

Our university offers double degree programs within one major with leading universities of partner-countries. Double degree education allows to get knowledge and skills not only in ENU but in the Partner University as well, it qualifies the graduates of such programs better and helps them become more competitive in the international labor market.
PROGRAMMES FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

ENU has a wide range of international partners that provide students and faculty with opportunities for education and research.
"The development of multilingual and multicultural competence is the main purpose of ENU. L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University is the center of its dissemination. It offers education in Kazakh, Russian, English, French, German, Chinese and Turkish which makes ENU a big, multilingual family."
CAMPUS SUPPORT

OTRAR LIBRARY

The library offers its service 24/7. It presents a wide range of modern literature, periodicals, scientific journals as well as access to electronic libraries ELSEVIER, Springer Link, Polpred, EBSCO, Newspaper Direct.Inc.

Centre for Academic Writing (CAW)

CAW offers students individualized advice on writing essays, reports, dissertations, theses, articles, exams and other assignments. Throughout a year, the centre suggests series of workshops specifically addressing the needs of postgraduates, including literature reviews or writing for Scholarly Publications.
SPORT CLUB

If you passionate in sport the gate of ENU sports club is opened for you. Founded in 1992 the club offers more than 43 sports including volleyball, basketball wrestling, judo, sambo, chess, ski, national sport Kazaksha kures etc. Your achievements and talents you can demonstrate in republic, city and universities competitions. The modern facilities and enthusiastic trainers are waiting for everyone for whom sport is life-style.

RECREATION CENTRE “TUMAR”

The recreation center is situated in the picturesque place of Kazakhstan. The center is open year around and provides winter and summer wellness and healthy lifestyle oriented programs. The center has all facilities for organizing cultural and holiday events and presents you perfect, chilly days away from university learning life.

CINEMA CENTRE

For the leisure of students, ENU has opens a new cinema. This new attractive cinema is a stylish hall with comfortable armchairs, a modern acoustic system and air conditioners, making film watching a very enjoyable experience.

STUDENTS HEALTH CENTRE

Health Centre of ENU was created in order to increase the availability of quality medical service for students, early disease diagnostics and effective treatment.

HOUSING & DINING

ENU campus includes 6 Students’ houses where everyone becomes a part of a big university student family. The environment of the residencies guarantees genuine jolly students life, warm atmosphere and real home comfort. The life of Students Houses is hectic and you will never feel alone. It hosts concerts, conferences, meetings with famous people.
Life at the ENU is full of interesting actions and events, and it is obvious that having a national status and being in the capital city - ENU gives unique opportunities for students to participate in various events of international and republican scopes: annual Astana Economic Forum, World and Traditional Religion Congress of leaders, Sport championships, etc.

ENU offers a wide range of options for leisure activities. If you are skilled at rhetoric speech or want to advance your business proficiency - you are welcome to the following clubs: «Parasat» professional league of debaters, «Diplomatic Alliance», «Orator», and «Victoria» debating clubs.

Do you like singing or dancing? So please welcome to dance group «Samruk» or VIA «Eurasia». If you dream to realize the genius for acting, a well known theatre «Attraction», «Shanyrak», as well as «Theatre box» can help you to make your dream come true.

The «United Nations Model» club is open for all the students that ready to develop the skills of carrying out negotiations and discussion experience.

For development of artistic skills center «E-Studio» presents an Introduction to folk art; opportunity to join a vocal and instrumental ensemble, dancing groups; training of singers; development of poetic talent; theatre performance, artistic development; training courses for university presenters and scriptwriters groups.
Career with ENU

Career Center

The Centre provides students and graduates with tips to develop career goals, job search strategies, skills for interviewing and writing CV etc. Besides, the centre's work is to provide current students for practice placement. Students of ENU can have internships in national and transnational companies.

Alumni of ENU takes high positions in government, industry, business and gives its contribution to the economy of the country.

Traditionally Centre organizes the "Job Fair" which attracts a wide range of companies, industries, government bodies.

ALKEY MARGULAN, TOP MANAGER OF NURMASH PROJECT (GOOGLE), ENU ALUMNI

«ENU provided me with knowledge and competencies, which helped me to achieve great results in management and diplomacy». 
COMMITTED
TOEXCELLENCE
INTEACHING
ANDRESEARCH

Data as of December, 2016